ERAX (ERA X-Change) is our payment to remittance automated reconciliation offering. ERAX compliments existing clearinghouse, bank, EMR/EHR, lockbox and/or document management system technologies. BDHC will ingest deposit files from your bank(s) and original or tailor-built 835 files received from your existing clearinghouse or payers. The system automatically reconciles the remittance back to their corresponding bank deposits (EFT / ACH or Check) each time the system receives either a payment or remittance file to ensure files are delivered quickly for posting. Customers securely log into our online portal, FUSE, where they can view and manage all matched and unmatched payments and remittances; including paper remittances converted to ERA via our EOBX service.

**Features and Benefits**

- Automates the reconciliation of remittance files to their correlating deposit (EFT/ACH or check);
- Works in tandem with your existing bank(s) and clearinghouse(s), or can be powered using provider supplied electronic remittance files;
- Eliminates manual reconciliation of remittance advice (ERA/835) and allows for force matching if payment is unable to be loaded into the system;
- Creates customized ANSI 835 files or formats that can be auto-posted into the existing EMR/EHR, HIS, and document management system;
- Offers splitting or segregation of electronic sourced remittance files by Tax ID, NPI, service dates, billing system, line of business and other specified fields;
- Extends the capabilities of our EDITS and EOBX solution after the files are converted or altered to desired specifications.

Contact us for a ERAX demo: (877) 698-0777